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Agenda
1. Welcome and Getting Connected
•Track Your Progress
2. Essential Standards—The Foundation of the Work
3. Why Unwrapping Matters
-Types of Assessment
-Learning Targets vs. Standards
-Unwrapping the Standards
4. Developing Valid Assessments
-Planning the Assessment

Understanding the Compelling Research
Factor Affecting Student Learning

High quality teacher in the classroom
Parent Involvement
Home environment
Socio-economic status
Formative Assessment
Response to Intervention
Student Involvement in Assessment
Collective Teacher Efficacy

Standard
Deviation

.40
.49
.52
.52
.90
1.07
1.44
1.57

Collective Teacher Efficacy—The collective self-perception that teachers in a
given school make an educational difference to their students over and
above the educational impact of their homes and communities.
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Track Your Progress
Assessment Workshop Learning Targets
Shade each rectangle to show your current understanding of each target.
•I can explain how to choose essential
standards and use them with my team.

Starting…

Getting There…

Got It!

Starting…

Getting There…

Got It!

Starting…

Getting There…

Got It!

•I can plan an assessment to assure
validity.

Starting…

Getting There…

Got It!

•I can develop an assessment vision for
my school.

Starting…

Getting There…

Got It!

•I can unwrap/unpack my standards,
agree on proficiency with my team, and
discuss where assessments are needed.
•I can know how to write an assessment
assure i get formative information about
my students..

Questions I have at the beginning of today…
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Critical Questions Teams Ask
1. What do we want students to know and be able to do?
2. How will we know if they can?
3. What will we do for those who can’t?
4. What will we do for those who already can?

Essential Standards
Essential standards are ones that all students must know and be able to do
by the end of the year. Common formative assessments are based on these
standards. (They often are called power or priority standards.) You guarantee
that students who do not (yet) master these standards receive time and
support.
“Our students need us to know their experiences over the course of time.
They need us to know what’s really going on in their daily classes as they
move among teachers and subjects. They need us to know and give
credence to their work from year to year.”
-Jacobs, 1997

Criteria for Essential Standards

Endurance: knowledge and skills that are valued beyond a single test date,
such as point of view and place value
Leverage: knowledge and skills that are valued in multiple disciplines, such as
reading informational text in other subject areas and unit rate problems in
math that are used for science
Readiness: knowledge and skills that are necessary for success in the next
grade level or next unit of instruction, such as letter-sound recognition and
logarithms
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Protocol for Identifying Essential Standards
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Step

Description of Step

Expected Product

Coaching Role

1.

The team discusses the
three criteria they will
use to choose their
essential standards:
endurance, leverage,
and readiness for the
next level of learning
and prioritized for highstakes assessments

Team members will have a
common understanding of
how to determine which
standards will be on their list
and which ones will not be
on their list.

The coach prepares some
examples of standards that
the team will be working
with that might meet the
criteria and those that likely
will not.

2.

The team considers how
to chunk the standards if
necessary. For example,
in ELA the first chunk can
be the reading and
reading foundations
standards, the second
chunk the writing
standards, and the third
chunk the language
and speaking and
listening standards.

For each chunk, the team
will have a draft list of those
standards they find most
important.

The coach prepares the
materials the team needs,
determines when this will
happen, and facilitates
conversations if possible.

3.

Each team member
independently works
through a chunk of
standards and chooses
those that (s)he believe
fit one or more of the
criteria.

Each team member marks
his/her copy of the
standards marked up with
those that (s)he believes
are essential. Team
members should complete
this step while they are
together, so one person
doesn’t spend a long time
on this step. The more time
a teacher takes, the harder
it is to narrow the standards
to the essentials.

This is a time for personal
reflection. In order for each
member to have a voice in
the process, it’s important
that (s)he has takes the
time to consider which are
the most important
standards. Encourage
team members to avoid
conversation until everyone
has had a chance to go
through all of the standards.

4.

The team builds
consensus on the
standards, making sure
all team members are
involved in the process.
Some standards will start
with total agreement
(everyone believes it IS
or IS NOT essential), but
the majority involves
discussion.

The team develops a
rough draft list of essential
standards, which represents
the collective thinking of
the team after discussion.

While we want team
leaders to take a leadership
role on this process, the
coach can support and
help teams when they get
stuck. The coach can
observe the process across
the whole school and
ensure teams effectively
use it.
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5.

The team examines
data about student
performance. Are there
areas of particular
strength or weakness? If
so, the team ensures
their essential standards
reflect this by adding
additional standards to
shore up the
weaknesses.

Team members make
changes to the draft list
that reflect strengths and
weaknesses.

Looking at data can be
intimidating for teams that
don’t do this on a regular
basis. The coach should
have a conversation with
the team about the facts
first. He or she should allow
team members to talk
about their inferences after
they acknowledge the
facts. This makes the
process less threatening.

6.

The team uses
documents released by
the district or state to
ensure that the
expectation drafted
align to the
expectations for
students. These might
include test
specifications, blueprints
or documents
developed by the
standards writers. For
example, if assessment
blueprints how an
emphasis on textdependent questions,
it’s important that the
team reflects this
emphasis in their draft
list.

The team can change or
add to the rough draft list it
puts together in order to
effectively reflect what
students must be able to
do on high-stakes test. .

Sometimes teachers are
reluctant to spend too
much time on these
documents thinking they
might be “teaching to the
test.” Coaches can explain
the difference. Teachers
also may feel inadequate in
interpreting the blueprints
and proficiency
expectation documents.
Coaches should be
prepared to help interpret
and explain these
documents.

7.

Team members work
with the other teams in
their school to vertically
align their essential
standards.

Coaches create a final
draft list of essential
standards for each team in
the building, which reflects
the outcomes of each of
the previous steps.

Coaches can facilitate this
step in order to make sure
everyone’s voice is heard.
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Speaking and Listening
Language

Writing

Fluency

Phonics

Phonological
Awareness

Print Concepts

11-12

3

2
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S/L
Language

Writing –all content
areas

Writing—all content areas

S/L
Language

Writing ELA

Writing ELA

Rdg--Lit

9-10

Reading—History
and SS

8

Reading—History and SS

7

Reading—Science
and Tech. Subjects

6

Reading—Science and
Technical Subjects

1

5

Rdg--IT

4

Reading Info Text

3

Reading Informational Text

2
Reading Literature

1

Reading Literature

K

Chunk the ELA Standards

8

1

4

2

5

6

7

Measurement and Data

Geometry

Numbers and
Operations—
Fractions
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Statistics and Probability

3

Expressions and Equations

3

Operations and Algebraic Thinking

2

Ratios and Proportional
Relationships
The Number System

1

Numbers and Operations in Base 10

K
Counting
and
Cardinality

Chunking the Math Standards

4

8

Statistics
and
Probability

Geometry

Algebra

Numbers
and
Quantity

HS

ELA Standards
(Source: Excerpted from the Common Core State Standards Initiative, accessed at
www.corestandards.org on April 17, 2013)

Grade-3 Reading: Informational Text
Key Ideas and Details
1. Ask and answer questions to demonstrate understanding of a text, referring explicitly to the
text as the basis for the answers.
2. Determine the main idea of a text; recount the key details and explain how they support the
main idea.
3. Describe the relationship between a series of historical events, scientific ideas or concepts,
or steps in technical procedures in a text, using language that pertains to time, sequence,
and cause and effect.
Craft and Structure
4. Determine the meaning of general academic and domain-specific words and phrases in a
text relevant to grade-3 topic or subject area.
5. Use text features and search tools (e.g., key words, sidebars, hyperlinks) to locate
information relevant to a given topic efficiently.
6. Distinguish their own point of view from that of the author of a text.
Integration of Knowledge and Ideas
7. Use information gained from illustrations (e.g., maps, photographs) and the words in a text
to demonstrate understanding of the text (e.g., where, when, why, and how key events
occur).
8. Describe the logical connection between particular sentences and paragraphs in a text (e.g.,
comparison, cause–effect, first, second, and third order in a sequence).
9. Compare and contrast the most important points and key details presented in two texts on
the same topic.
Range and Level of Text Complexity
10. By the end of the year, read and comprehend informational texts, including history–social
studies, science, and technical texts, at the high end of the grades 2 to 3 text complexity
band independently and proficiently.
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What is consensus?
A group has arrived at consensus when two criteria are met:
1. Points of view have not merely been heard, but actively solicited.
2. The will of the group is evident even to those who most oppose it.

Ways to Come to Consensus
•

If everyone believes it is essential or not essential, the decision is easy!

•

If one or more teachers have a different opinion, listen to the reasons (e.g., is it
introduced rather than mastered?).

•

Read standards for grade levels before and after yours.

•

Clarify why by using the criteria: endurance, leverage, and readiness.

•

Consider if there are other standards that are similar.

How Much Autonomy?
Instruction
Assessment
Curriculum

•All
•Some
•None

Summative assessment is the attempt to summarize student learning at some
point in time. Summative assessments are not designed to give feedback
useful to teachers and students during the learning process.
Formative Assessment: An assessment functions formatively to the extent that
evidence about student achievement is elicited, interpreted, and used by
teachers, learners, or their peers to make decisions about next steps in
instruction that are likely to be better, or better founded, than the decisions
they would have made in the absence of evidence.

10
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Understanding Formative and Summative Assessments
Formative

Summative

Given DURING the unit of
instruction.

Given at the end of the unit of
instruction.

Short, maybe 20 minutes.

Longer, often a class period.

Written around 1-3 learning targets. Written around 1 or more
standards.
Used to diagnose next steps in
learning; students given feedback.

Use to measure student learning;
students given a grade.

Common Formative Assessment--Common formative assessments are teamdesigned, intentional measures used for the purpose of monitoring student
attainment of essential learning targets throughout the instructional process.

Why Common Assessments?

• They are more efficient than each teacher working
independently.
• There is more equity across classrooms.
• Teams learn together about instructional strategies.
• Teams learn together about assessment strategies.
• They provide a better response for students
Common Assessment in a PLC
•Assessments are designed by the collaborative team.
•Assessments are given in the same timeframe.
•Assessments are given under the same circumstances.
•Data are analyzed at a data team meeting.
•Plans are made together for corrective instruction, interventions, extensions

11
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At least daily

•Checks for
understanding
•Short, frequent
formative
•Exit slips
•White boards
•Clickers
•Making “in the
moment” decisions
•Keep/change lesson
plans

Frequency

Examples

Purpose

Developed and used
by individual teachers

Developed
and used by

Daily Classroom
Formative

•Identify students
who need more Tier 2
or 3 help
•Progress monitoring
for Tier 2 and 3
•Universal screener
•Monitor SMART
goals

•District quarterly
benchmarks
•MAP

Quarterly or By
Trimester

Developed by
districts OR “external
experts”
Used by schools
and/or districts

Periodic/
Benchmark
Summative
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•Identify students who
need more Tier 1 help.
•Drive core instruction
•Learn together
about strategies

•Short assessments
around a small
number of learning
targets
•administered
frequently

Frequently

Developed and used
by collaborative
teams

Common
Formative

•Measure student
learning
•Award credit
•Identify strengths
and weaknesses of
programs
•Write SMART goals

•State Assessments
•Language
Development
Assessments
•AP, EOY

Once a year

Developed by
“external experts”

EOY Summative

13

Team
Meeting
to Plan

CFA-2
Teach
Target 8

Team
Meeting
to Plan

Response
Day

Response
Day
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5 Days to Teach Targets 9-11
(including one flexible day

7 Days to Teach Targets 5-7

5 Days to Teach Targets 1-3

Developing a Unit Plan to Include Common Formative Assessments

End of
Unit Test

Team
Meeting
to Plan

CFA-1
Teach
Target 4

Tier 3: Intensive Support
Frequent small group or individual
Focused on prerequisite essential
standards
Benchmark, progress monitoring

Tier 2: Supplemental Support
Linked to this year’s essential standards
Short term
Students might need Tier 2 and 3
Benchmarks, progress monitoring
Tier 1: Core Curriculum
What happens for all students?
Linked to the Essential Standards
Common Formative Assessments

•
•
•

Why Do We Unwrap the Standards?
The process of unwrapping helps teams have a common
understanding of the meaning of the standards.
It results in understanding the learning targets that must be learned to
master the standards.
Formative assessments are written around learning targets; summative
around standards.
What are Learning Targets

Learning targets are the increments of learning that make up the journey to
achieving the overall standard.
They include all of the skills and concepts students must acquire to master the
standard.
(Common) formative assessments are designed around learning targets rather than
standards.
Learning targets may be written as “I can” statements in student-friendly language.
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Protocol for Unwrapping Standards
Finding the learning targets to teach and assess
1. Circle the verbs (skills)
2. Underline the nouns (concepts) to be taught
3. Double underline any prepositional phrase (context)
4. Write separately each verb (skills) and noun (concept) combination as
a separate learning target.
5. If a prepositional phrase (the context) is included at the beginning or
the end of the standard, include it in the target.
6. Discuss the possible implicit learning targets. These often are
prerequisite skills (not taught in prior year or course) that students have
to learn.
7. Discuss the order in which the targets will be taught. Are there some
that cross into multiple units of instruction? Are there some that are
developed over time?
8. For each learning target build consensus on the DOK level for that
target. Consider more than the verb!
9. Discuss a possible summative assessment.
10. Consider which targets will need a common formative assessment
during the unit of instruction and what those CFAs might look like.
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Unwrapping Template
Standard: Describe the relationship between a series of historical events,
scientific ideas, or steps in technical procedures in a text, using language
that pertains to time, sequence and cause and effect. 3.RI.3
What will
Students Do?

Describe
3

Determine
1
Annotate or
highlight

With What Knowledge or
Concept?

In What
Context?

DOK

the relationship
between a series of
historical events,
scientific ideas, or steps
in technical procedures

In an
informational
text

3

The structure of the text
being read—time
sequence, and cause
and effect.

2

Given a piece of
text the student
can identify its
structure

a text to show its
structure

2

Given a piece of
text the student
can highlight to
show its structure.

Language that pertains
to time, sequence, and
cause and effect.

3

Key terms that let the
reader know two things
are being compared
(but, however, in
contrast.)

1

1
Use
3

Identify
2

Common
Formative
Assessment

Summative Assessment: The student will be asked to read a third grade scientific text and
will be asked questions that require analysis of the relationships between ideas in the text.
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Unwrapping Template
Standard: Students know and apply grade-level phonics and word analysis skills in decoding
words:
a. Know the spelling-sound correspondences for common consonant diagraphs.
b. Decode regularly spelled one-syllable words.
c. Know final -e and common vowel team conventions for representing long vowel
sounds.
d. Use knowledge that every syllable must have a vowel sound to determine the number
of syllables in a printed word.
e. Decode two-syllable words following basic patterns by breaking the words into
syllables.
f. Rad words with inflectional endings.
g. Recognize and read grade-appropriate irregularly spelled words. 1.RF.3
What will
Students Do?

With What Knowledge
or Concept?

In What Context?

DOK

Know

1

2, 4

Spelling and sound
correspondences for
common diagraphs

Decode
1,2,3,4

Regularly spelled onesyllable words

1

Know
2,3,4

Final -e conventions

For long vowel
sounds

1

Know
3,4

Common vowel team
conventions

For long vowel
sounds

1

Use
4

Knowledge that every
syllable must have a
vowel sound

To determine the
number of syllables
in a printed word

1

Decode
4

Two syllable words
following basic patterns

By breaking the
words into syllables

1

Read
1,4

Words

With inflectional
endings

1

Recognize and
read
1,2,3,4

Grade appropriate
irregularly spelled
words

Common
Formative
Assessment

1

Summative Assessment:
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Unwrapping Template
Standard:

What will
Students Do?

With What
Knowledge or
Concept?

In What
Context?

DOK

Common
Formative
Assessment

Summative Assessment:

18
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Sample Standards
K, ELA: Demonstrate understanding of the organization and basic features of
print.
a. Follow words from left to right, top to bottom, and page by page.
b. Recognize that spoken words are represented in written language by
specific sequences of letters.
c. Identify that a sentence is made up of a group of words.
d. Recognize the difference between a letter and a printed word.
e. Understand that words are separated by spaces in print.
f. Recognize and name all upper and lowercase letters of the alphabet.
1, Math: Apply properties of operations (commutative and associative
properties of addition) as strategies to add and subtract within 20. (Students
need not use formal terms for these properties.)
2, ELA:
Write opinion pieces in which they introduce the topic or book they are
writing about, state an opinion, supply reasons that support the opinion, use
linking words (e.g., because, and, also) to connect opinion and reasons, and
provide a concluding statement or section.
3, Math: Solve two-step word problems using the four operations. Represent
these problems using equations with a letter standing for the unknown
quantity. Utilize understanding of the Order of Operations when there are no
parentheses.
4, ELA: Describe the overall structure (e.g., chronology, comparison,
cause/effect, and problem/solution) of events, ideas, concepts, or
information in a text or part of a text.
5, Math: Add, subtract, multiply, and divide decimals to hundredths,
connecting objects or drawings to strategies based on place value,
properties of operations, and/or the relationship between operations. Relate
the strategy to a written form.
6, ELA: Determine a theme or central idea of a text and how it is conveyed
through particular details; provide a summary of the text distinct from
personal opinions or judgments.
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Level 1
Level 2
Level 3

Level 4

Depth of Knowledge
Recall
Recall of a fact, information, or procedure.
Skill/Concept
Use information or conceptual knowledge, two or more
steps, etc.
Strategic Thinking
Requires reasoning, developing a plan or a sequence of
steps, some complexity, more than one possible
answer.
Extended Thinking
Requires an investigation, time to think and process
Multiple conditions of the problem.

What Targets Should We Choose?
Should be targets that are essential for student learning:
– Targets that are often difficult or lead to misconceptions
– Targets that are prerequisite to future learning
– Targets that are absolutely necessary for students to know

(c) Jakicic, 2019
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DOK 1

DOK 2

DOK 3

DOK 4

21

Social Studies
•recall facts, terms, concepts, trends
•recognize or identify specific
information contained in maps,
charts, tables, graphs, or diagrams

ELA
•identify figurative language
•fluency
•know vocabulary
•use punctuation correctly

•compare or contrast people,
places, events and concepts
•convert information from one form
to another
•give an example
•classify or sort items into meaningful
categories
•describe, interpret, or explain issue
and problems, patterns, reasons,
cause and effect, significance or
impact, points of view
•use evidence
•draw conclusions
•apply concepts to new situations
•use concepts to solve problems
•analyze similarities and differences
in issues and problems
•propose and evaluate solutions to
problems
•recognize and explain
misconceptions
•make connections across time and
place to explain a concept.

•low level comprehension (right
there questions)
•simple inferences
•using context clues
•predict outcome
•summarizing
•first draft writing
•notetaking
•outlining

•analyze and synthesize information
from multiple sources
•examine and explain alternate
perspectives
•illustrate how common themes and
concepts are found across time and
place
•make predictions with evidence
•develop a logical argument
•plan an develop solutions to
problems

•analyze and synthesize from
multiple sources
•explain alternate perspective from
a variety of sources
•Define similar themes over a variety
of texts
•writing with voice
•writing with information from a
variety of sources

•explain, generalize, or connect
ideas
•how author’s purpose affects the
text
•summarize info from several
sources
•identify abstract themes
•writing for different purposes
(awareness of audience)
•using complex structures and ideas
in writing
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DOK 1
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Math
•knowing math facts
•apply an algorithm or formula

DOK 2

•make a decision about how to
approach a problem
•at least 2 step problems
•interpret info from table or graph
(simple)

DOK 3

•make conjectures
•draw conclusions
•justify reasoning especially when
tasks have more than one right
answer
•citing evidence

DOK 4

•requires complex thinking over a
period of time (with different tasks)
•requires planning
•making connections between a
finding and related concepts
•critiquing design

Science
•definition
•simple procedure (one step)
•know a formula
•represent in words or diagrams a
concept or relationship
•specify and explain the relationship
between facts, terms properties, or
variables
•Describe and explain examples
and non-examples of science
concepts
•Select a procedure according to
specified criteria and perform it
•Formulate routine problem given
data and conditions
•Organize, represent, and interpret
data
•Explain their thinking about an
answer
•Identify research questions and
design investigations for a scientific
problem
•Solve non-routine problems
•Develop a scientific model for a
complex situation
•Form conclusions from
experimental data
•complex reasoning, experimental
design and planning
•Based on provided data from a
complex experiment that is novel to
the student, deduct the
fundamental relationship between
several controlled variables.
• Conduct an investigation, from
specifying a problem to designing
and carrying out an experiment, to
analyzing its data and forming
conclusions
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evidence of mastery

Language

evidence of mastery

Writing

evidence of mastery

Reading
comprehension

evidence of mastery

Essential
Standards
Reading
Foundations

Unit 1

Unit 2

Essential Standards Pacing Guide—ELA
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Unit 3

Unit 4

Unit 5

Unit 6
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Connections to Math
Practices

evidence of mastery

Measurement and
Data

evidence of mastery

Geometry

evidence of mastery

Operations and
Algebraic Thinking

evidence of mastery

Essential Standards
Numbers and
Operations in Base 10

Unit 1

Unit 2

Math Pacing Guide—Grades 1 and 2
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Unit 3

Unit 4

Unit 5

Unit 6
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Connections to Math
Practices

Evidence of mastery

Measurement and
Data

evidence of mastery

Geometry

evidence of mastery

Operations and
Algebraic Thinking

evidence of mastery

Numbers and
Operations--Fractions

evidence of mastery

Math Pacing Guide—Grades 3,4, and 5
Essential Standards
Unit 1
Numbers and
Operations in Base 10
Unit 2
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Unit 3

Unit 4

Unit 5

Unit 6

Choosing an Appropriate Assessment
Type of
Examples Advantages Disadvantages
Assessment
in
Practice
Selected
Response
Constructed
Response
Performance

26
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Validity—Does the assessment assess what we wanted it to assess? Will it
tell me whether or not the students learned the material I wanted them to
learn?
Reliability--Can I rely on the information to make decisions about what to
do next for my students? Does it tell me with confidence whether the
student is ready to move on or if (s)he needs more time and support?
Making Assessments Valid
Unwrap standards into the learning target to clearly uncover the
important knowledge and skills we want to teach and assess.
Create an assessment planning chart to assure that we have assessed
each of those targets at the level we expect students to reach.
Assessment Planning
• Identify the specific targets to be assessed. (1 or 2 work best)
• Determine the level of cognitive demand. (DOK 1-4)
• Decide what type of assessment items and how many to use.
– Selected Response for DOK 1 & 2
– Constructed Response for DOK 3 & 4
• Consider how much time the assessment will take.
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Knowledge
Retrieval
DOK 1

Highlight a
piece of text to
show its
structure

DOK 3

Analysis
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Partially Proficient
Highlights demonstrate
that the student
accurately identified the
structure of the text but
had minor mistakes in
showing how each piece
is linked to other pieces.

2 constructed
response

Comprehension
Application
DOK 2

Learning Target
Proficient
Highlight a text to show its Highlights demonstrate
structure
that the student
accurately identified the
structure of the text and
showed how each piece
is linked to the other
pieces

Identify the structure of
the text being read—
time, sequence, and
cause and effect.
Annotate or highlight a
text to show its
structure.

Content/
Targets

Rubric to show
proficiency

2 correct
answers

What will
proficiency look
like?

Not Proficient
The student was either
unable to accurately
identify the structure of
the text or unable to
show how pieces are
linked to each other.

Synthesis
Evaluation
DOK 4

Assessment Planning Chart
Level of Cognitive Demand

29

Add and subtract
fractions in a real
world problem
where student must
decide the process
and explain why
they did each step

Add and subtract
fractions using the
algorithm

Content/
Targets

3 addition
and 3
subtraction

Knowledge
Retrieval
DOK 1
DOK 3

Analysis
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2 problems
(1 addition
and one
subtraction)
with an
explanation

Comprehension
Application
DOK 2

Synthesis
Evaluation
DOK 4

Level of Cognitive Demand

Assessment Planning Chart—Grade 5

“proficiency”
on the rubric

5 correct
answers

What will
proficiency look
like?

30

Content/
Targets
Knowledge
Retrieval
DOK 1

Analysis
DOK 3
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Comprehension
Application
DOK 2

Synthesis
Evaluation
DOK 4

Level of Cognitive Demand

Assessment Planning Chart
What will
proficiency look
like?

REPRODUCIBLE

Examples of Lower- and Higher-LevelCognitive-Demand Tasks
Directions: Choose the most appropriate grade level that follows and discuss why each of the questions meets the
cognitive-demand levels to which it’s assigned using the descriptions for lower- and higher-level-cognitive-demand tasks
in the appendix (page 111).
Grade 1: I can compare two numbers and write my answer using <, =, or >.
Lower-level-cognitive-demand task:
Write <, =, or > in the circle to compare the numbers.
23

Higher-level-cognitive-demand task:
Explain why 45 < 62. Use numbers, pictures, or words.

51

Grade 4: I can add and subtract fractions and show my thinking.
Lower-level-cognitive-demand task:
Add and show how you know your answer is correct.
5
6

+2

3
6

=

Higher-level-cognitive-demand task:
5
2
Martin runs 6 of a mile and then walks 2 6 mile. How
much farther does he walk than run? Show how you know
your answer is correct.

Grade 7: I can solve multistep ratio and percent problems.
Lower-level-cognitive-demand task:
What is a $40 shirt worth if it is on sale for 20% off the
original price?

Higher-level-cognitive-demand task:
Carla wants to buy tennis shoes that have a price tag
of $75. They are on sale for 20% off the original price,
and she has a coupon to use that reduces the price an
additional 10% off the sale price. Will Carla buy the shoes
for 30% off the original price? Explain why or why not.
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